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COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS



THE PROJECT – DEVELOP SOCIO-POLITICALLY
RELEVANT CURRICULA

8 Research Universities

5 Year Project

Funded by 
Andrew W Mellon Foundation

HE Curriculum Neglected 

Decolonise the academy

Transformation



PROJECT AIMS: CURRICULUM REFORM

Inter-epistemic dialogue & 
comparative analysis

Promote

Local challenges 
Global South insights

Prioritise

Fresh insights for 
the Humanities 

Stimulate & Strengthen

Untested assumptions 

Explore

Shift towards inclusive 
& democratised 

curricula

Decolonial Turn to



CONCEPTUAL FRAME: RECOVERY

1
2

3
4

Apartheid distorted local 
perceptions

Support academics & post-
graduates recover voices of:
• black 
• female & dissident writers 
• philosophers 
• artists & thinkers 

New role models 
Restore dignity of 

‘othered’ lives

Develop polyphonic 
understanding of 

curricula & canons  



CONCEPTUAL FRAME: REASSESS

Current 
Syllabi 

Who do we study?

Topics & 
Subjects 

What does Freud & 
Ancient Rome teach 

our students?

Rethink & Redefine

Engrained 
Attitudes

• Figures
• Themes

What Topics teach:

Legacy of 
Thinkers

Fanon without 
romantic 

accretions

Re-Interpret
About gender, legal 

system, orthography in 
African lang, treat 

outsiders? 



CONCEPTUAL FRAME: REPOSITION

Reshape

African voices 

Global South

• Education & economy
• Politics of language
• Hegemony of European 

genres 
• Impact of international 

trade agreements
• Mechanics of social & 

political power

Relationships

Privilege & marginalise  certain voices 

Historical Forces

RepositionReassess

Recover



PRAXIS – DEALING WITH THE 3 RS

Journal for Decolonising Disciplines (JDD)

• established in 2019 
• unique intellectual space for considering 

responsive and cutting-edge research across 
all disciplines

• centres higher education and its role in 
transforming and developing society

• open access - dedicated to the theoretical 
development of decoloniality and indigeneity 
in higher education

• constituted as a space that fosters and 
facilitates the decolonisation of all disciplines 
through rigorous intellectual work in the 
context of South Africa, Africa and globally

https://upjournals.up.ac.za/index.php/jdd

https://upjournals.up.ac.za/index.php/jdd


POLITICAL THEORY: CONCEPTS & CONCEPTIONS – 3RD YEAR, UP

• Building an awareness of the plurality of voices
• Doing justice to the other 
• Repositioning the Western canon
• Traversing space and time
• Concepts and conceptions of justice:
• Ancient Egyptian (Ma’at) - ‘connective justice’ 
• Obenga & Diop on Ma’at - the well-spring of African Philosophy and the seedbed for more 

recent conceptions such as Ubuntu
• Ubuntu (TRC; Wole Soyinka) & Gacaca courts in Rwanda
• Plato (The Republic)
• Ancient Chinese (Confucian)
• Hebraic (Judeo-Christian)
• Libertarian - Justice is freedom
• Liberal - Justice is fairness (Rawls & Odera Oruka)
• Utilitarian - Justice is happiness

- Postmodern - Justice is about power, where it aims to subvert the power of dominant 
groups in favour of the oppressed.



INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE HISTORY – 3RD YEAR, RHODES

• focused on local history
• transcending traditional boundaries of 

the teacher as an academic 
• transdisciplinary: local performing 

artists – performance and discussion
• theoretical context; basic skills; topics 

focused on local history
• outcomes (unintended): 

development of an Honours module in 
Creative History
training workshops for practitioners 
(teachers; museum staff)
staff training for participatory 
programmes with Correctional 
Services



TOPPLING VISUAL REGIMES – 3RD YEAR, STELLENBOSCH

• critical appraisal of existing curricula to 
identify lacunae and Eurocentric framing in 
the theorisation and teaching of Art History 
and Visual Culture at South African 
universities

• two undergraduate courses developed: 
Materiality in African Art and  Visual Culture; 
Decolonisation Strategies in African Visual 
Culture

• development of an online Master’s 
programme in African Cultural Studies 
(seven universities from across the 
continent)

• establishment of the Network of African 
Cultural Studies

• doctoral bursaries procured
• publications



STUDENT INVOLVEMENT IN KNOWLEDGE BUILDING – US, UWC, UFS

US and UWC: book project on Living African Feminist Theory: Gender, Race, Class and 
Sexuality in Contemporary South Africa
• collection of undergraduate essays (2016-2020) drawing on feminist theory
• reflects on the kinds of lives these young people aspire to and the ways in which race, 

class, gender and sexuality have shaped and framed the possibilities and opportunities for 
them in contemporary South Africa

• aimed to challenge institutional hierarchies structured around gender, sexuality, ethnicity, 
race, class and geographical location 

• position undergraduate students as knowledge producers to develop an archive of 
resources that could inform and shape the development of contextually relevant 
undergraduate curricula. 

UFS: Initiative for Creative African Narratives (I-CAN)
• Students involved in creating narratives as prescribed texts and workbooks in academic 

skills training
• Moving from alienation and un-belonging to healing and inclusion: sharing lived 

experiences through storytelling and life-writing
• Annual compilations, based on creative writing workshops 



•Thank You!

•Ke a leboga!

•Ngiyabonga!

•Baie dankie!


